Introduction.
Any 3-manifold considered here is triangulated, oriented, connected, and compact. Any map considered is piecewise linear.
It will be shown in this paper that the problem of classifying the 3-manifolds with several boundary components (several 2:1) reduces to the problem of classifying certain 3-manifolds with connected boundary (i.e. the A-prime 3-manifolds-see below).
If M and M' are two disjoint 3-manifolds with connected nonvacuous boundary, one forms their disk sum MA M' by pasting a 2-cell on bd (M) to a 2-cell on bd (M'). Up to homeomorphism, the operation of disk sum is well-defined, associative, and commutative. One says that a 3-manifold F with connected nonvacuous boundary is A-prime if F is not a 3-cell and whenever F is homeomorphic to a disk sum MAM', either M or AF is a 3-cell. The following theorem is proved by the author in [1] : Theorem 1. Let M be a 3-manifold with connected, nonvacuous boundary. If M is not a 3-cell, then M is homeomorphic to a disk sum Pi A-■ ■ APn of A-prime 3-manifolds. The summands Pi are uniquely determined up to order and homeomorphism.
The disk sum is generalized in §2 to permit application to 3-manifolds with several boundary components and to allow pasting across more than one disk. This generalization consists of a family of operations, called multi-disk sums, and the 3-manifolds which are essentially indecomposable under all of them are called «i-prime 3-manifolds. It is proved in §3 that every irreducible 3-manifold (see below) with nonvacuous boundary has an essentially unique multi-disk sum decomposition into «î-prime 3-manifolds. The concern of §4 is to reduce the problem of classifying the 3-manifolds with boundary to the problem of classifying the w-prime 3-manifolds. It will beshown in §5 that the problem of classifying the «z-prime 3-manifolds reduces to the problem of classifying the A-prime 3-manifolds, which are simply the w-prime 3-manifolds with connected boundary.
A 3-manifold M is said to be irreducible if every 2-sphere in M bounds a 3-cell.
In what follows a 3-cell or a 3-sphere will sometimes be called a trivial 3-manifold.
2. Multi-disk sums. Let M and M' be disjoint 3-manifolds, both with nonvacuous boundary. Let Du ..., Dn be disks on bd (M), no two of them on the same component of bd (M). Let D[,..., D'n be disks on bd (M'), no two of them on the same component of bd (M'). The 3-manifold obtained from M u M' by identifying D¡ and D{ under an orientation reversing homeomorphism, for i= I,..., n, is called a multi-disk sum of the 3-manifolds M and M'. If for i= 1,..., », F, and E[ are disks which lie on the same components of bd (M) and bd (M') as A and D'i, respectively, then the multi-disk sum obtained by pasting F¡ to E\, for i = 1,..., n, is homeomorphic to the multi-disk sum obtained by pasting D¡ to D[, for i= 1,..., n. In general, if bd (M) has r components and bd (M') has s components and 1 áy^min (r, s), then the number of distinct (up to homeomorphism) multi-disk sums of M and M' involving pasting across j disks may be as large as *C)0-A 3-manifold F with nonvacuous boundary is called m-prime if F is not a 3-cell, and whenever F is a multi-disk sum of two 3-manifolds, one of the summands is a 3-cell. The following example indicates that a 3-manifold which is not irreducible and which has more than one boundary component may have more than one decomposition into M-prime multi-disk summands :
Example. Let P be any «-prime 3-manifold with more than one boundary component. Let Q be homeomorphic to the m-prime 3-manifold which is obtained by removing the interior of a 3-cell from S1 x S2, where Sn denotes the «-sphere.
Let B be homeomorphic to the m-prime 3-manifold S2 x [0, 1]. And let F, Q, and B be mutually disjoint. Then any multi-disk sum of P and Q is homeomorphic to any multi-disk sum of F and B across two disks.
Remark. One might wish to "generalize" the multi-disk sum by permitting more than one of the pasting disks to lie on the same component of the boundary of a summand. However, such a sum of two 3-manifolds would generate handles, so even an irreducible 3-manifold might have more than one factorization.
3. The irreducible case. It will be shown in this section that every irreducible 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary has an essentially unique multi-disk sum decomposition into m-prime 3-manifolds.
An imbedding /: M -*■ N of one manifold in another is called proper if /(bd (M)) c bd (N) and /(int (M)) c int (TV).
Let F be a 2-manifold of genus zero whose boundary has « +1 components, for some nonnegative integer «, i.e. F is a disk with « holes. If a 3-manifold M is homeomorphic to R x [0, 1], then M is called a handlebody of genus n. In the case that « = 0, one says M is a trivial handlebody. In the case that « = 1, one says that M is a handle. One chooses the disks on each bd (Cj) to be disjoint. Then there is a homeomorphism from P to P' which carries R¡ onto the component of bd (F') that meets Cj,forj= 1,_, q.
Proof. Lemma 3 is an extension of Lemma 6 of [1] . One obtains a proof of Lemma 3 by generalizing the steps in the proof of Lemma 6 of [1] .
The total genus of bd (N), where N is any 3-manifold, is the sum of the genera of the components of bd (A0.
Theorem 2. Let M be an irreducible nontrivial 3-manifold with several boundary components. Then M is homeomorphic to an iterated multi-disk sum of irreducible m-prime 3-manifolds Pu...,Pn.
The summands F, are unique up to order and homeomorphism and the iteration of the multi-disk sum operations is unique up to equivalence.
Proof. Since M is irreducible and nontrivial, no component of bd (M) is a 2-sphere. Therefore, the total genus of bd (M) is positive. If M is not m-prime, then M is homeomorphic to a multi-disk sum of two nontrivial irreducible 3-manifolds, Mi and M2. One observes that the total genus of bd (M) equals the sum of the total genus of bd (Mi) and the total genus of bd (M2), both positive numbers less than the total genus of bd (M). Therefore, the decomposing process terminates in finitely many steps (i.e. fewer than the total genus of bd (M)) and yields some irreducible m-prime 3-manifolds which have a multi-disk sum homeomorphic to M.
The proof of uniqueness to be given here will be obtained by generalizing the techniques of [1] . The notation used here reflects the notation used in [1] . One considers here a fixed collection of mutually disjoint m-prime 3-manifold Pi,..., Pn and a fixed iteration of n-1 multi-disk sum operations on them which results in a 3-manifold homeomorphic to M. The next paragraph is concerned with the construction of a 3-manifold M * which is homeomorphic to M and in which it will be convenient to perform cutting and pasting operations. Let Mi and M2 be nontrivial 3-manifolds which have M as a multi-disk sum over r disks (note: l^r^q).
Then there is a family of mutually disjoint disks Ei,..., Er, each properly imbedded in M*, such that M* -(Ex u • • • u Fr) has two components, whose closures are homeomorphic to Mt and M2, and which will be denoted by Mf and M$ respectively.
Indexing system. One indexes the components Rf,..., FJ of bd (M*) so that R*,..., Rf are the ones which meet M* and M*, that Rf+i,..., Rf are the ones which lie in M*, and that F*+1,..., R* are the ones which lie in M*. One indexes the 3-cells Ku ..., Kq so that bd (KO meets Rf, for /= 1,..., q. And one indexes the disks Elt..., Er so that bd (EO^Rf, for / = 1,..., r.
It follows from an induction on the number n of m-prime summands P¡ that the uniqueness of the m-primes P¡ and the iteration of multi-disk sum operations can be proved by establishing the following statement:
A. The 3-manifolds Mf and M* are homeomorphic to respective iterated multidisk sums of two mutually exclusive and exhaustive nonvoid subsets of {Px,..., Pn}; furthermore, the iteration of multi-disk sum operations which produces M * via M* and M* is equivalent to the original fixed iteration.
It may be shown by a general position argument that one need consider only the case in which for /'= 1,..., r andy'= I,.. .,q and k= 1,..., « the components of Ei n DUk are simple arcs and simple loops, each a crossing of surfaces.
(3.1) If statement A holds for the case in which no component of any intersection Ei n Dj¡k is a loop, then statement A holds in general.
Proof of (3.1). It is not difficult to see that statement A holds when every intersection E¡ n Djk is empty, because the 3-manifolds F; are m-prime. Now suppose that statement A holds whenever there are fewer than u components in the union of all intersections F¡ n DUk and consider the case in which there are exactly u components, at least one of which is a loop.
In particular, suppose that an intersection loop occurs on Dafi. Then Da¡b contains a loop k which is innermost among all intersection loops on DaA, say kczEc n F>ai). Since M* is irreducible, one may isotopically deform Ec onto a disk obtainable by cutting Ec at the loop k and pasting in the subdisk of Da¡b which is bounded by the loop k, and one may then isotopically move this disk so as to restore general position. These isotopies on Ec can be accomplished in the complement in M* of the union of the other disks F¡, so the loop k is removable. By the induction hypothesis, statement (3.1) holds.
It will hereafter be assumed that every component of every intersection E¡ n DUk is an arc. This implies that if Ft n Djk is nonvoid, then /'=/. It also implies that each component of each intersection F¡ n F, is a properly imbedded disk.
From now on, let F denote the union of the disks Ex,..., Er. For j= 1,..., u and i= 1,..., t one defines FjA to be the empty set if Yj n T{ is empty, and otherwise to be a disk on bd (T[) which contains Y'} n F,' in its interior. One requires that the sets Fiti be mutually disjoint.
For j=l,..
.,u and i=l,..., t let Bjt be the empty set if FUi is empty and, otherwise, a 3-cell in T{ such that BUi n bd (F,') = F,ii. One requires that the sets Bfft be mutually disjoint. The proof of Theorem 2 is now close to completion. Statements (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) taken together say that the m-primes Px,..., Pn are uniquely determined up to order and homeomorphism. What remains to be proved is that the iteration of multi-disk sum operations on Px,...,Pn that produces M* via the iterated multi-disk sums M * and M* and pasting across the disks Ex,..., ET (to be called the M'*-iteration below) is equivalent to the original fixed iteration of multi-disk sum operations on Px,..., Pn that produces M (to be called the Af-iteration below).
(3.9) The A/*-iteration is equivalent to the Af-iteration. Proof of (3.9). One reindexes the components Rx,..., Rq of bd (M) so that they again correspond to the components Rx,..., Rq, respectively, of bd (Af*) in the construction of M*. If follows from statement (3.5) and the corresponding statement about M* that if the m-prime multi-disk summands F¡ and P, are not handles, then a component of bd (F¡) and a component of bd (P¡) are connected summands of the component R* of bd (A/*) under the M*-iteration if and only if they are connected summands of the component Rk of bd (M) under the Af-iteration. The number of the handles at F* under the A/*-iteration equals the number of handles at Rk under the Af-iteration because there is a homeomorphism from Af* to M which carries F* onto Rk. That is, the number of independent simple loops on Fj* which do not separate F* but are homotopically trivial in M* equals the number of independent simple loops on Rk which do not separate Rk but are homotopically trivial in M.
The proof of Theorem 2 is now complete.
4. Decomposition results. The connected sum M#M' of two 3-manifolds is obtained by removing from each the interior of a 3-cell and then pasting the resulting boundary components together. Up to homeomorphism, the operation of connected sum is well defined, associative, and commutative. One says that a 3-manifold F is §-prime if F is not a 3-sphere, and whenever F is homeomorphic to a connected sum M § M', either M or M' is a 3-sphere.
Remark 1 of Milnor [3, p. 5], given here as Theorem 3, reduces the problem of classifying the 3-manifolds-with-boundary to the problem of classifying thê -primes. Lemma 4. The correspondence between the homeomorphism classes of jf-prime 3-manifolds with vacuous boundary and the homeomorphism classes of A-prime 3-manifolds whose boundaries are 2-spheres which is given by removing from a representative jf-prime 3-manifold the interior of a 3-cell is a bijection.
Proof. This is obvious.
Lemma 5. Let the 3-manifold M be a multi-disk sum of the irreducible 3-manifolds M' and M". Then M is irreducible.
Proof. One considers a 2-sphere S imbedded in M in general position with respect to the pasting disks. One shows that S bounds a 3-cell in M by an induction on the number of components in the intersection of the 2-sphere 5* with the union of the pasting disks. The key idea in the induction step is cutting at an innermost intersection loop on one of the pasting disks, which is a standard technique (for example, see Lemma 9 of [1] , of which the present Lemma 5 is a generalization).
Lemma 6. Let M be a jf-prime 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary. Then M is irreducible.
Proof. Let S be a 2-sphere in the interior of M. The 2-sphere S must separate M because otherwise M would have as connected summands the 3-manifold S1 x S2 and some 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary. Since the 2-sphere S separates M and M is #-prime, the 2-sphere 5 must bound a 3-cell. Proof. Lemma 4 is the restriction of this theorem to #-prime 3-manifolds with vacuous boundary. For every positive integer « and every unordered «-tuple of irreducible m-prime 3-manifolds, make an entry on a list of each distinct (up to equivalence) iterated multi-disk sum of the «-tuple. By Lemma 5, every entry in the list is a #-prime 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary. By Lemma 6 and Theorem 2, every #-prime 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary appears on the list exactly once.
It will soon be shown that every 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary has a multi-disk sum decomposition into m-primes. Then, the extent to which such a decomposition is nonunique will be described.
Notation. For any 3-manifold V, (from now on) let V* denote the 3-manifold (unique up to homeomorphism) which is obtained by removing from V the interior of a 3-cell. The resulting boundary component of V* will be called the new boundary component of V*.
Lemma 7. Let B be a 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary and let M be any 3-manifold which is disjoint from B. Then any 3-manifold which is obtained by pasting a disk on the new boundary component of M* to a disk on any component of bd (B) is homeomorphic to the connected sum M # B.
Proof. This is a trivial generalization of Lemma 8 of [1] .
Lemma 8. Let B be a 3-manifold with nonvacuous boundary. Then B* is homeomorphic to any multi-disk sum ofB and the m-prime 3-manifold S2 x [0, 1 ] across one disk.
Proof. This is an easy corollary of Lemma 7, or it can be easily derived independently.
Theorem 5. A 3-manifold M with nonvacuous boundary has a multi-disk sum decomposition into m-primes.
Proof. By Theorem 3, the 3-manifold Af is homeomorphic to a connected sum Ôi #• • •# Qn of #-prime 3-manifolds. One indexes the ^-primes Q¡ so that Qi,..., Qk are the ones with nonvacuous boundary. By Lemma 7, Af is homeomorphic to a multi-disk sum of the 3-manifolds Qx, Q*,..., Q*. Therefore, by Lemma 8, the 3-manifold M is homeomorphic to a multi-disk sum of the m-prime 3-manifolds Qk+X,..., Q* and k-1 copies of the m-prime 3-manifold S2 x [0, 1] and the #-prime 3-manifolds Qx,..., Qk. By Lemma 6 and Theorem 2, each of the 3-manifolds Qx,..., Qk has a multi-disk sum decomposition into #-primes. Therefore, the 3-manifold Af has a multi-disk sum decomposition into m-primes. Lemma 9 indicates that every m-prime except S2 x[0, 1] is #-prime or almost #-prime, while Lemma 5 implies that a multi-disk sum of arbitrarily many irreducible m-primes is #-prime. Thus, a multi-disk sum decomposition into mprimes may be better for certain purposes than a connected sum decomposition into #-primes, but unlike a connected sum decomposition, it has the possible disadvantage of nonuniqueness. Fortunately, this disadvantage is small for most applications, as indicated by Theorem 6 below.
One says that a 3-manifold M has decomposition nonuniqueness of the first type if there are two collections of m-prime 3-manifolds which are not identical up to order and homeomorphism and which both have iterated multi-disk sums homeomorphic to M. One says that M has decomposition nonuniqueness of the second type if there are two inequivalent iterations of multi-disk sum operations on a collection of m-prime 3-manifolds, both of which yield a 3-manifold homeomorphic to M. An example of nonuniqueness of the first type is given in §2. The following is an example of nonuniqueness of the second type :
Example. Let B be m-prime 3-manifold with two or more boundary components which is not homeomorphic to S2 x [0, 1], and let F be either a #-prime 3-manifold with vacuous boundary or a 3-cell, which is disjoint in either case from B. Then the 3-manifolds obtained by identifying a disk on the boundary of the m-prime 3-manifold F* with a disk on any component of bd (B) are mutually homeomorphic.
Theorem 6. Every instance of decomposition nonuniqueness of the first type is generated as in the example of §2. Every instance of decomposition nonuniqueness of the second type is generated as in the example immediately above.
The proof of Theorem 6 is omitted. It is a straightforward (but moderately lengthy) application of methods and results already presented here.
5. Reduction of the classification problem.
Theorem 7. Let P be an m-prime 3-manifold with more than one boundary component, and let M be a 3-manifold obtained by identifying two disks on different components of bd (P). Then M is m-prime.
Proof. Suppose that Af is the multi-disk sum of the 3-manifolds Mx and M2 across a family of disks whose union is E. Let D denote the image in Af of the pasting disks on bd (P). The irreducibility of Af and a general position argument justify the assumption here that the components of D n E are simple arcs, each a crossing of surfaces. By Lemma 2, there is exactly one component of P-preimage (E) whose closure, denoted here by Y, is not a 3-cell. One takes the 3-manifolds Mx and Af2 to be indexed so that 7c Mx. Theorem 7 will be proved by showing that Af2 is a 3-cell.
(5.1) M2 is a handlebody.
Proof of (5.1). The 3-manifold M2 is the union of 3-cells, i.e. the closures of components of F-preimage (E). A component of the intersection of any two of these 3-cells is a disk, i.e. a component of Af2 n E. By Lemma 1 of [1] , M2 is a handlebody.
Corollary.
E is a single disk.
Let p he the maximum number of disks which can be imbedded in F without separating F, and let y he the maximum number of disks which can be imbedded in Y without separating Y. Also, let n be the number of components of E-D.
(5.2) F-preimage (E) has n -(p-y)+l components. Proof of (5.2). The preimage of E is the union of a family of mutually disjoint disks Ex,..., En, each properly imbedded in F and indexed so that Ex,..., Er is a maximal nonseparating subfamily in P. Hence, P-preimage (E) has n -r+l components. One considers the process of making « consecutive cuts in P with the jth cut at the disk E}. It is evident that "cutting P open" along any nonseparating family of disks yields an m-prime 3-manifold, because F is m-prime. In particular, the 3-manifold obtained by cutting F open at Ex,..., Er is m-prime. Furthermore, cutting at each of the remaining disks Er+X,..., En either "removes" a 3-cell from this new m-prime 3-manifold or else it separates a previously removed 3-cell. Thus, the homeomorphism type of the closure of the component of P-preimage (E) which is not a 3-cell is determined by the cuts at Ex,..., Er. That is, the 3-manifold obtained by cutting F open at Ex,...,Er is homeomorphic to Y. Therefore r=p -y, and n -r+l=n -(p-y)+l. (5.3) bd (Y) has p-y more components than bd (F). Proof of (5.3). In the proof of (5.2), it is shown that a 3-manifold homeomorphic to F can be obtained by cutting P open along p-y disks. Since F does not have a handle as a multi-disk summand, the boundary of each of these disks separates bd (F). Hence bd (Y) has p-y more components than bd (P).
Let « be the number of components of Af2 -D. Proof. For each distinct (up to homeomorphism) A-prime 3-manifold Q and for each distinct (up to homeomorphism of pairs) nonseparating finite family of mutually disjoint properly imbedded disks in Q, enter on a list the 3-manifold obtained by cutting Q open along that family. For a fixed A-prime Q, no two of the 3-manifolds obtained in this manner are homeomorphic. Since the 3-manifold obtained by joining together with "boundary connecting handles" all the boundary components of a given 3-manifold is unique (up to homeomorphism), no 3-manifold on the list results from more than one A-prime 3-manifold. Therefore, the list has no repetitions whatsoever. It is obvious that every entry on the list is m-prime. By Theorem 7, every m-prime 3-manifold appears on the list.
